Steve Jobs, Social Media and
iPad enabled voting: Welcome
to 2.0 Tuesday! A look at
what’s next in technology and
healthcare.
At Manage My Practice, we have always been fascinated by the
opportunities created when innovation and technical
advancements are applied to the Healthcare system. The
intersection of technology and medical practice has always
been one of the most exciting spaces in research and
development because the challenges of the Human Body are some
of the most daunting and emotionally charged of our endeavors.
Curing diseases, diagnosing symptoms and improving and saving
lives are among our most noble callings, so naturally they
inspire some of our brightest thinkers and industry leaders.
As managers, providers and employees, we always have to be
looking ahead at how the technology on our horizon will affect
how our organizations administer health care. In the spirit of
looking forward to the future, we present “2.0 Tuesday”, a
weekly feature on Manage My Practice about how technology is
impacting our practices, and our patient and group outcomes.
We hope you enjoy looking ahead with us, and share your ideas,
reactions and comments below!

Steve Jobs thought iCloud had
the potential to store Medical
Data
Apple’s recently announced iCloud service let’s you store

pictures, movies, music, and documents in Apple’s “cloud”, or
Internet storage system, and retrieve them with your iPhones,
iPods, iPads, and Mac computers. Dr. Iltifat Husain, writing
for the IMedicalApps blog notes that in the new biography of
the Apple founder, Jobs mentioned that he thought even
personal medical data would one day be stored in Apple’s
iCloud. Cloud storage is all the rage right now in a lot of
different areas of technology, but Jobs saying that medical
data would be stored on the consumer end next to vacation
photos and favorite songs represents a very bold vision of the
future of patient data.

Researchers using Social Media
to study attitudes about Public
Health
A team led by Marcel Salathé, PhD at Pennsylvania State
University published a study last month in PLoS Computational
Biology that used “tweets” gathered from the social network
Twitter to analyze how the public felt about the H1N1
influenza vaccine in 2009. Although Social Media research has
limitations, Christine S. Moyer, writing for the American
Medical Association’s Amednews.com notes that the results were
similar to traditional phone surveys conducted by the Centers
for Disease Control, and provides some other examples of how
Social Media has been used to understand public health trends.

Interesting EHR/EMR data from
the Soliant Health Blog
Medical staffing specialist Soliant Health had very eyeopening list of statistics about EHR/EMR implementations on
their blog last week. My personal favorite: Hospitals using
EHR/EMR systems have a 3 to 4% lower mortality rate than those
that don’t. Very interesting numbers.

HealthWorks Collective predicts
changes
in
healthcare
communications after ACA
Healthworks Collective‘s Susan Gosselin makes some predictions
about how the communications between and among providers and
patients are going to be changed by the Affordable Care Act
(or Healthcare Reform)- and what both groups will demand from
a changing system. Great stuff!

Oregon to help disabled voters
cast ballots using iPads
In today’s local and congressional elections, five counties in
the state of Oregon are going to be equipping local officials
with iPads preloaded with special touch-interface software to
accompany people with physical or visual impairments, or who
would otherwise have a hard time making it to the polls. The 9
to 5 Mac blog is reporting that the pilot program features
hardware donated by Apple, and could soon spread statewide by
the next election.

Be sure to check back next week for
another 2.0 Tuesday!

